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AThe Corutittee on Regional Policy and Transport hereby oubmits to the
EuroPean ParlLament the following motion for a resolution together wlth
orplanatory statement :
II{OTION FOR A RESOLUTION
on sea transport problems in the Community
The European Parliament,
- having regard to the report of the corunittee on Regional pol-icy,
Regional Planning and Transport (Doc. 5/77 ), and the report of the
Conunittee on Economic and, Monetary Affairs (Doc.479/76 ) 1,
- having regard to the proposals and corununications from the Corunission
to the council (cotq (za) 1112 final of 15July 1974, Doc. cor{ (75)
112 final of L4 March L975, Doc. COIvI (75) 302 finai of LT,fune 1975,
Doc. coM (75) 224 fj-na]- of 26 May 1975 and Doc. coM (76) 341 finar of
30 June l97d i
- having regard to the memorandum from the French Government on the
development of a Comnunity project in the field of marltime trangport
of 4 Decerdcer 1975;
- having regprd to the Couneil's decisions of 4 November L976 on sea
transport questions;
- having regard to the fact that with the enlargement of the Corununity
a coherent transport policry cannot be achieved without taking aspects of
sea transport into accounti
- in view of the great importance of sea transport for the Cornmunity.s
trade and in particular its relations with third countries;
1. E:<presses its growing concern at the lack of coffilunity rules on sea
transport and of a common approach to questions of international maritime
po3-icy;
2. Welcomes the fact that the Council has decid,ed on the irnmediate intro-
duction of a consultation procedure in the sea transport sector;
3. Welcomes the fact that the Comnission has at l-east been given a mandate
to conduct investigat,ions in one important areai
4. Callsr however, for the CorurisEion to be Eiven a comprehangive rnendate -
without prejudice to the powers corferred upon it by the general ruLes of
the Treaty - so that it may establish the basis for a coherent conmon sea
transport policy and on this basis propose the priorities for a Comnunity
proJeet in the most urgent casesi
OJ N. c 57, 7.3.L977 p. 57
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5. CalIE on the Comnission to submit proposals in the following areas and
in accordance with the following principles:
The role of the sea transport policy in the Commrnityrs external
trade:
(a) The Mernlcer States of the Comuunity should be jointly repres-
ented aE soon as and to the widest extent possible in inter-
national organizations and at international conferences con-
cerned with sea transport questions;
(b) Shipping clauses in trade and shipping agreements concluded by
the Corrnunity with third countries must be aligmed within the
f,ramework of transport policy;
(c) The Cormunity must evolve and adopt, particularly in IINCIAD, a
common position as regards countries wanting to build up their
own merchant fleets;
(d) Similarly, a common position towards the state-tradJ.ng
countries should be established;
(e) Ehe Conununlty must d.evelop a colrnon prograrutre of, action against
flag discrimination in collaboration with those internat,ional
organizat,ions which, like the OECD, are already tackS-ing these
problems 
"(f) It woul-d appear that joint action is urgently necessary in order
to bring the probJ-em of 'flags of convenl.ence'' nearer to solution,
priority bej-ng given to clarification of the term 'flags of
convenience' . Ehe metf,rods applied should include tax harzron-
ization, ugrard harmonization of social- regulations and harmon-
ization of safety and insurance regulati-ons. Ttre Corununity
Ehould support the activities of the OECD in this area;
(g) Ehe Irlember States shoul-d jointly decide to accede to the code
of conduct for line conferences, but not apply the rules it
contains on the sharing of the tonnage to bo transpDrted, and at
the first posslbtre conference on the review of rules make a joint
effort to achieve an improvement of this code, a condition
being that by that time a basic agreement on sea transport
policy in the Coruuunity has been established;
(h) If necessary, shipping questions should be included in all
kinds of,negotiations with third countries;
(i) OnIy when all possibilities for negotiation have been exhausted
without the desired results being achieved should, the Comnunity
resort to rneasures to counter discriminatory practices and other
obstacles to shipping"
II. Ehe role of sea transport within the Community:
(a) The reservation on cabotage in the coastal shipping of the
llernber States and in shipping between the l-atter and their
overseas territories should be abolished where other Commrnity
I.
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countries are concerned. Measures shoutd, be introduced to
harmonize factors having the greatest cost imprications, which
at present distort competition;
(b) The neasures, particularly in the form of the harmonization of
legislation and cost factors, must help to ensure that in com_
petitlon between the shipping coqpanies in the lr{ember States
arra in coq)etition betrveen coastar shipping and land and air
transport, the means of transport which is most favourable on
the basis of overarl economic criteria is chosen in each
instance;
(c) The Commission should establish how far the operation of the
comron lvlarket requires certain tariff rules covering non-
discrimination;
(d) The conrnon sea transport policy should make due alLowance for
port hinterLand traffic and. its geo-economic implications.
III. The importance of a sea transport policy for ports and shipbuilding:
(a) The comnon sea transport poricy must tal<e account of the poJ-iry
on ports for which the European parliament has arso called;(b) The conunon sea transport poIiry rm:st herp to solve the problem
raised by the inoreasingly heavy demands which progress in
trarsport techniques (giant tankers, container shipping) p1ac6s onport investments. In this connection the community should make a
contribution to technical progress (nuelear propulsj-on, landingplatforms etc. ) ;(c) A comon poriry on shipbuirding and shipbuilding subsidies
must form part of the conunon industriar policy, but, must be
coordinated with the coruuon Eea transport policy.
Iv. The harmonization of lvlemloer Statest sea transport legislation:
(a) There shourd. be upward harmonization of the working cond.itions
of seamen and other erproyees in the sea transport sector.
special account should be taken of the regulations on crev,
strengths, training, mutual recognition of qualifications,
freedom of movement, overtime, Ieave, provision for o1d age, and
insurance cover. There must, however, be no restriction on the
freedom of action of the social partners in fixing rates of pay;
(b) I[ember statest tax regulations coveri.ng sea transport opera-
tions, including concessions in respect of depreciation, must
be harmonrzed.i the same appries to indirect and direct sub-
sid.ies- rn this, account mrst be taken of the position as
regards conpetition with ships sailing und.er the flags of third
countries;
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The Corunission should consider which provisions of the Meuiber
Statest coruuercial law must be harmonized;
Of the technical regulations the followinq mrst in particular
be harmonlzed,z safety regulations and regulations on construc-
tion, fitting-out, capacity gauging and registration in cases
where general standards do not already exist under international
conventions. It must be ensured that existing conventiohs Are
interpreted in the same waY bY all;
The Com[unity should support, by joint action, international
efforts to prevent pollution of the seas;
Appropriate standard control measures must be taken to ensure
uniform irrplementation of all harmonizat:-on measuresi
The corun-ission, assisted by its statistical office, should
encourage the further harmonization of sea transport statistics.
Requests that, in working out the comnunity's sea transport policy and
the harmonization of the legislation of the Meniber States, account should
be taken as far as possible of international agreements concluded wlthin
the framework of existing organizations and of the situation that can
arise in worldwide coqPetition;
Instructs its Comnittee on External Economic Relatlons to take special
account of sea transport questions in its report on commercial agreements
between the Corumnity and third countries and if necessElr]t, to obtain an
opinion from the Conunittee on Regional Policy, Regional PLanning and
Transport;
Ca}Is on the Comnission to submit as soon as possible the proposals for
a coltrron sea transport policy announced in its comrnunication to the
Council of 24 October 1973 on the development of the Corunon Transport
Policy (Doc. 226/73) i
Requests the Conuuission to srrbmit proposals for a cotmon position on the
planned continuation of the Conference on the Law of the Sea, since this
concerns iruportant aspects of the sea transport policy;
10. Instructs its President to forward this resolution and the report of its
corunittee to the Council and Conuuission of the European Coruuunities.
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(s)
6.
7.
8.
o
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BEXPIAI{ATORY STATEMENT .
Introduction
1. The Treaty establishing the European Economic community excludes sea and
air transport from the conunon Lransport policy. Article g4(1) states! rThe
provisions of this Title! (i.e. Title IV, ,Transportr, of part Tr,vo, ,Founda-
tions of the Corununity,) rshall apply to transport by rail, road and inland
waterway. I
Article 84(2), however, adds: lThe Council may,
decided whether, to what extent and by what procedure
may be laid down for sea and air transport. s
acting unanlmously,
appropriate provisions
2. The European Parl-iament has in various reports expressed the view that
under Article 84(2) sea transport is not governed by the Title on Transport
but is subject to the general provisions of the Treaty. This interpretation,
namely that the general rules of the Treaty also apply to sea transport even
if the council- has not adopted any measures under Article g4(2) , was upheld,
by the court of ,fustice in its judgment of 4 April lg74 in case L67/73(conunission of the European communities v. the French Republic). rn parti.al
anticipation of its recognition of this legal situation, the Councit of
Ivrinisters had had to make it crear in RegruH,ion No. r4l of 26.1L.Lg62
(o.r No. r24 of 2g.L]-.l.g62) that sea r,ransport was excluded from the
application of council Regrulation No. 17 implementing the competition rules
contained in Articles 85ff" of the Treaty.
3- There is no point in asking why the authors of the Treaty 1eft sea
transport out of the common transport policy during the negotiations at Val
Duchesse in 1957, i.e. twenty years ago. ft may be that they simply could
not agree on rules for sea transport or that they intend,ed to draw up special
rules for sea traneport but did not have the time before the Treaty was pro-
nounced ready for signature by the Head,s of Government, or they had specific
reasons for excluding sea transport which are unknown to usu rn any case the
situation is now completely d.ifferentr a.xrd. the urgent appeal of tlre Cormittee
on Regional Pol-icy, Regional Planning and Transport for the Conudssion to be
given a mandate to draft proposals for a common sea transport policy is based
on Eln appraisal of the present situation and future developments in this fie1d.
4. There have been many changes since 19572 the Corununity has been enlarged
by count,ries that are particularly important in world shipping. The
Conmunity has established. the beginnings of a comrnon external economic po1iry,
but this cannot work if it overlooks one of the most important instruments of
Europets exterral trade, namely sea transport. sooner than it would like,
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the Comuunity is being forced by world economic developm,ents and by its over-
seas partners to speak with one voice and to adopt a conmon position. In all
major questions of world economic policy sea transport has agairr and again
played an iryortant role for the Corununity. Whether it is a question of
estabtishing nornal commercial relations, of granting development or food aid
or of facing crises such as have occurred in the energy supply and inter-
natlonal monetary sectors, sea transport always plays a signlficant pErrt and
is always affected to a considerable degree.
The importance of sea transport for movement within the Conununity hae
also changed: while the frontiers between the Member States of the Comuunity
of the Six were mainly fand frontiers and the share of sea transport in intra-
Community transport was probably (precise figures are not available) below
5%, .sea frontierst are now far more important, there being no land connection
between two Member States arrd the rest of the Corsnunity. The Comn:ission est-
imates the proportion of sea transport in the internal trade of the Nine at
25%.
5. your cornrnittee therefore feels that the tjrne has now come for the Council
to give the Comtission a mandate in partial application of Article B4(2) of
the EEC Treaty to draw up proposals for initial steps towards a comon Eea
transport policy. The list of problems given in this report should be inp-
reesive enough to justify this demand. The mandate to work out a coherent
sea transport policy should, of course, not curtail the Comissionrs scoPe
for putting fOrward indivldual proposals, for example on the basis of
Articles 113 and l-16.
6. It has also been proposed that initially Article 152 rather than Article
84(2) should be applied. to sea transport. Article L52 reads:
.The Council may request the Conunission to undertake any studies which the
Council considerE desirable for the attainment of the common objectives, and
to submit to it any appropriate proposals.0
It should, however, be noted that any decision taken by the Council pur-
suant to Article L52 would, insofar as it concerned sea transPort, be a deci-
sion taken pursuant to Article 84(2), namely a decision on the procedure for
J-aying down appropriate provisions for sea transport. The only difference is
that under Articl-e 84(2) the Council must act unanimously, whereas under
Article L52 a mandate could be given by a majority of its mernlcers.
7. In this introduction your coruoittee wishes to state its strong and un-
equivocal opposition to a nurnlcer of argruments frequently advanced by those
who are against the inclusion of sea transport in the European comunityts
terms of reference.
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8. Sea transPort, it is argued, should not be included in the cofitrnon Trans-
port Policy because it is governed by ospeciaL conditions' and cannot be made
subject to the same rules as other means of transport"
Needless to say, this report does not call for the same conditions. The
principles governing land transport quite clearly cannot be applied to sea
transport aE they stand. No one is suggesting that looomot,ives should be uaed
to pulI sea-going vessels" What is needed is a dlmamic concept, for a comnron
sea transport policy which allows for world-wide contingencies and develop-
ments and the specific conditions governing sea transport. But it is eguatly
clear that certain basic principles of the cornmon economic policy of the
European Community must also be applied to sea transport. The generally free-
market basic structure of the Community, the principle of non-d,iscrimination
and a number of other fundamental principles must surely also be applied to
sea transport. There can be no progress in the d.iscussion on this subject if
some demand that different and others that the same principles be applied, as
to the other means of transport without saying what these principles are:
basic principles such as market economy, conpetition, egu&1 treatmente ErDd
non-discrimination or rsecond-line principles, like those laid d.own in
Articles 74 lo 82 of the EEC Treaty"
9. A'nother frequently heard argiument is that since sea transport is subject
to world-wide ramifications and world-wide rules, it, should not be forced into
the Inarrow confines' of Conununity regulations, which would only represent a
step backwards compared with world-wide arrangements.
There is no logic to this argument, popular though it may be. what
European industry is not subject to world-wide ramifications? Is it not
sirply true to say of the European economy, with its dependence on inports of
raw materials and its vital need to ercport, that everything we do has world-
wide ramifications? Even the cereals which grow in our fields are subject to
world-wid.e rules, which in some respects go further than world arrangements
for sea transport.
The reason why the 3world-wide ramificationsr argumont has found so many
adherents in transport policy is perhaps tha{: at least, one major mode of trans-
port - rail transPort - does not have such raruifications. However, the rail-
ways, with their regional monopolies, are the major exception among all- other
sectors of the economy. The ramifications of the other modes of transport
(road transport, inland waterways, pipelines) are also continental rather
than world-wide; however, it is only in relation to these and not, to ind.ustry
and agriculture that the world-wid.e ramifications of sea transport are un-
usua1.
In addition, it is perfectly clear that any community policy (whether on
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cereals or sea transport) mrst take account of existing international agree-
ments and either conformb them or, if they are seen to be inadequate, attempt
to supplement or correct them.
The world-wide ramifications of sea
ment against the application of Article
free trade area which is not developing
In view of the worl-d-wid.e ramifications
it is essential for sea transport to be
economic policY"
L2. As regards defence poticy considerations,
as a reason for not incl-uding sea transport in
erence, suffice it to say that they can easily
sea transport policy.
transport cannot be used as an argu-
84(2). The Community is no longer a
a conuton external econoft-ic trrolicy.
of the Cormtunity's econotqg as a vrhole
included in the Corununityrs external
which are likewise put forward
the Cornruunity's terms of ref-
be catered for in the common
IO. A further argument, usually muted, is that sea transport policy is
better left in the hands of the maritime nations and eity-ports, of economic
circles close to shipping and possessing the necessErry o<pertise, than in the
hands of bureaucrats in BrusseLs. This argument has, hot'rever, grown weaker
of 1ate since it has become clear that faced with the str.ong Pressure of flag
discrimination and Elags of orrrenience'the argumentof 'r:n:ity is strength' carries
greater weight than the quiet satisfaction of the lone furrow. A certain
measure of bureaucracy will always be unavoidable if there is to be coopera-
tion; the negligible cost of a bureaucracy of this kind may, however, be well
worthwhile if it results in a corunon approach bryr the Memlcer States.
l-1. The final argument, likewise seldom e:<pressed in as many words, is the
Inatl-onale one: for reasons of tradition people (even those who live far in-
Iand) associate sea transport with the national flag, perhaps because mottoes
such as tworld prestige. and'trade follows the flag'\,{ere once paraded as an
incentive to sacrifice for sea transport (tax concessions etc.) " The same
argument ie now used to prevent the incorporation of sea transport in the
Comnunityrs external economic policy. Such arguments are rightly no longer
advanced publicly since they, too, lack all logic: if true, they would mean
that sea transport serves the national interest more than other branches of
the economy, but cannot serve the interests of the Community. In this rep-
ort the atteropt is made to advocate a more sensible attitude.
13. As has happened so often in the history of the Conununity it is Pressure
from outeide which is forcing Europe to act. Your committee hae the impres-
eion that the proposal for action in thie field at this preciee point in tl-me
is not unrealistic because the opposing forces are being thrust into the back-
ground by the grave threat to sea transport in the Conununity posed by inter-
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national monetary chaos, flag discrim:Lnation and the spreading damage done
by rcheap flagsr. The state-trading countries and many developing countries
are forcing their way onto the world shipping market and endangering the
I'lember States' shipping ind.ustries.
L4. The circles directly concerned have antj.cipated, community action by
setting up an instrument of cooperation at the levol of, the Nine ln the form
of a Conunittee of the Associations of Shipowners in the European Communities
(CeAcE), with its head office in Brussels, while the seamenrs trade unlons
have long been cooperating at the level of the Six and Nine through the
European offices of the Transport Workerss Unions, the Internationalen
Transportarbeiterfdderation (ITF) and the Welt.verbandes der Arbeit (W121)in Bruseels.
Decision-maklng on sea transport policy at European community leveJ. has
become an unavol-dabl-e issue. The Conununity as such will be jointly responsi-ble in the question of whether the tmare liberum' principle will continue to
apply in future or whether a more orderly sea transport market wiLl be
achieved.
15. To conclude the introduction to this report, your committee would like
to refer to one other,important point" Iv1any of the opinions that have
recently been o<pressed on the question of a Eurcpean sea transport policy,
particularly by the shipping companies concerned, cal-l on the Comrnunity to
look into this or that aspect of internat,ional sea transport as a matter of
utgency. One opinion stresses the problem of flag discrimination, another
the problem of re-registration, another monetary difficulties and yet another
tax questione: everyone would like to see a solution to the problem closest
to his heart" In other words, it is proposed that we should have what Ls
known in Euro-s1ang as an 'i Ia cartet European policy.
The need for a common sea transport policy j-s, however, rejected.
Everyone would like to see the Corununity tackling the problems from
whose solution he oqlects to derive advantage; at the same time he would
like to keep some d,istance between Brussels and questions whose solution he
believes may e:q)ose him to some disadvantage" If, however, the European
Parliament is to deliver an opinion on the European sea transport policy, it
is evident that it cannot base itself on such individual views" It must take
account of them, but it cannot accept them as a guidel-ine for its opinion.
the European Parliament has to decide wHether generalty speaking advantages
or disadvantages are likely, and. if it conclud,es that Europe needs a couunon
sea transport policy to safegruard its interests, it must urge that a coherent
all-embracing plan be d.eveloped, since ultimately all the individual measures
must be welded together.
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Those responsible for European policy cannot content themselves with an
ad hoc procedure: a conmon policy towards third countriee, for exanrpte, can-
not work unLess a minimum of unity within the Conumrnity has been established.
unfortunately it would seem that the Comnission, which has hitherto pursued
a policy of small steps towards land transport, intends to apply to sea
transport the same policy even though it has proved ineffective. Its corun-
unication to the Council of 30 ,fune 1976 after all refeis merely to the
'Couununityrs relations with non-member countries in shtpping mattersr.
rn taking this decision, it is undoubtedly supported by various forces
in the Conmunity. llowever, in its memorandum of g December 1975 the French
Government proposed
tharmonization of intra-community sea transport from the point of view
of intra-Community trade.
In addition to the protection of the states' economic interests agalnst
discrimination and the promotion of safety in transport.
Unlike the comuission, other interested parties feel that an external
policy should take secondplace, i.e., it should. not be introduced until the
internal harmonization process has been corrpleted. Not only do they consider
this the logical way to proceed; they also feel that an external policy wil1
be imposeible untess it is based on internal harmonization.
Your conunittee, however, ful1y supports the concluding remark of the
French Governmentrs memorandum of 8 December 1975, which includes the follow-
ing statement:
'It (the French Government) feels that a conmon policy on sea transport can-
not be achieved through scattered efforts, which rnight weaken, the conpetitive-
ness of Mernlcer Statesr merchant fl_eets in the world. It consid,ers it eEsential
that a coherent whol-e be shaped starting from a clear-cut definition of the
content of this common policyr.
16. To pacify those who fear that the Cormunity night be trying to do too
uuch at one time, it can be added that quite clearly not all the problens can
be solved at once, but before practical proposals on present probl-ems are
made, it ie essential to know what is the generar objective.
The following should not therefore be taken to mean that your corud.ttee
is proposing that all the problems mentioned should be solved inunediately.
This report merely atterqgts to draw up a corq)rehensive l-ist and to prepare the
way for the development of a corunon basic position on sea transport policy
questions. It will be for the Conunissj-on firstly to give this conunon basic
poeition more concrete form and then to put forward proposals in respect of
the moet urgent indivj-dual problems.
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(a)
I. The roLe of sea transport in the Communitv!s external trade
L?. A common policy in those areas of the sea transport policy which affect
the Comaunity's external trade, namely shipping clauses in trade agreements,
development policy, flag discrimination and re-registration of vessels is an
urgent need, far nore inportant at present than a.gea transport policy
governing lntra-Cortrmuhity transport.
Sea transporL has not hitherto played its rightful part in the Comnunityts
external economic po1J-cy.
18. The role of sea transport in the external economic policy must therefore
be dealt with separately, ae in the present report, which first discussea it
boforo golng into questione of intra-Community traneport, theroby roflecting
the special importance your committee wishes to give the matter. It must not,
however, be forgotten that in the long term joint external action is not
possible without a conuron internal policy as a basis.
International organizations
19. As in other areas of the externaL economic policy, the Menilcer States of
the Commrnity should adopt as soon and as far as possible, a common position
on questions of sea transport policy.
20. The most ilqlortant negotiations on questions of world, sea transport are
at present being held within the framework of the United Nations. Shipping
questions have proved to be of great significance for development policy,
which is why UNCTAD, the United Nations Conference on Trad,e and Development,
has devoted more attention to sea transport questions than might have been
errpected. (For information on the United Nations agreement of April L974 on
the introduction of a code of conduct for sea transport problems see below
Section f (g), pErragraphs 58-67. Sea transport policy problems (territorial
waters, prevention of pollution of the sea, rights of passage through straLtE,
etc.) were also broached at the United Nations Conferences on the Law of the
Sea which took place in Caracas, Vienna and New York and is to be continued
in New York in ltlay L977.
2L. IMCO, the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization, with
its head office in London, has some 80 member states and hoLds general- con-
sultative assemblies every two years and in addition numerous special meetJ-ngs
to discuss various legal- and technical questions related to sea transport.
22. The International Labour Orqanization (ILO) and its International Labour
Office in Geneva have achieved progress in various social matters for sea-going
personnel"
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By I April 1976 a total of 29 conventions on sea transport questions had
been concluded within the framework of ILO. Ho!,rever, only two of these con-
ventions have so far been ratified by all the Mernlcer States of the Corununity.
Five of the conventions have not been ratified by any of the Merdcer States,
while the other 22 have been ratifiecl by various conbinations of the I'lemter
States. Here again the Community might assume a coordinatlng function.
The 62nd International Labour Conference in 1976 again dealt with sea
transport questions and in particular paid leave for seamen, the protection
of young seamen, the continuity of the employment of seamen and the conditions
of enplolnnent on non-standard vessels, especially those registered under flags
Iof convenaence. The signing of an agreement on the supervision of working
conditions on sea-going ships on 29 October 1976 represented a decisive break-
through.
23. hlhere speclal questions are concerned, e.g. dangerous goods, considerable
irryortance attaches to E@, the International Cargo-Handling Coordination
Association (London).
24. @E!., too, contains transport provisions, and during the GAET negotiations
sea transport questions are repeatedly broached although the l4ember States have
not yet agreed on a common position on transport policy. The only step fonrard
so far taken has been the inclusion of flag discrimination in GATTTs list of
'non-tariff barriers' .
25. At EuroSlean leve1 the United Nations' Economic Coutnission for Europe
(ECD in Geneva deals with major shipping issues such as the sirqglification
of customs clearance and other formalities in respect of sea-going vessels.
26. Annual reports on sea transport questions are published by OECD in Paris,
which has been devoting attention - without any striking success - to flag
discrimination and other shipping and shipbuilding questions (sharing the work
with the Conf6rence Europe6nne des l"linistres des Transports (CEMT), which
itself is not active in the field of shipping).
27. The above list of bodies and organizations in itself reveals that there
is very l-ittle coordination of maritime policy at world leveI. Cooperation
between the Conununity countries, which at present account for about one- '
quarter of world transport, might not only be of great benefit to them but
also help to improve the situation in the world as a whole.
28. Your conunittee at any rate feels that the Community should henceforth
adopt a comnon position and speak with one voice in all these organizations.
I OZrrd rnternational Labour conference
Director{eneral and Reports II - V"
(sea transport) 1976, Report of the
International Labour Office, Geneva 1976
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(b) Trade aqreements
29- As gea transport is the most important technical instrument in external
trade, all the classic trade agreements from the earliest days have contained
shipping clauses. In most cases they are even known as ttrade and shlpping
agreements t .
30. At present such agreements are in some cases negotiated jointly on the
basis of Article 1I3 of the EEc rreaty, l white in other cases existihg agree-
ments are tacitly extended.2 The cormnission is given a mand,ate covering ship-
ping clauses bY the council every time it negotiates a new agreement, which
is tantamount to partial application of Article a4(2) . Although the Communityts
and Member States8 transport authorities are involved., their negotiating posi-
tion is rather weak since they do not have the backing of a conunon sea transport
policy concept.
31. Your cornmittee calls for greater account to be taken of the Community's
shipping interests during negotiations on trade agreements. Article 113 ie
not ad,equate in this respect.
32. The results so far achieved by the Community with trade agreements are
correspondingly vrreak. Argentine merely agreed on g November 1973 to a uni-
lateral declaration of intent on sea transport, which came to nothing. Under
the trade agreement concluded with uruguay on 2 April 1973 letters have been
exchanged on sea transport. The contents of the letters of the tmo parties do
not, however, agree in important respects. An exchange of letters dated
19 December L973 between the EEC and Brazil with the same wording was weakened
by a Brazilian memorandum which goes no further than d.escribing the status quo"
The negotiations with Mexico and Sri Lanka followed a sirn-il-ar course.
33. The European shipovmerst organization CAACE3 makes the following complaint
in its annual report for 1973:
1 council decision of L6 December 1969 on the progressive stand,ardization of
agreements concerning corunercial relations between Menlcer States and third
countries and on the negotiation of Comnunity agreements (o,r No. L 326,
29 Decernlcer 1969) .
2 
,h. last decision authorizing the tacit extension or continued operation of
certain Treaties of Friendship, Trade and Navigation Treaties and, similar
Agreements concluded by the Member States with third countries ie dated6 December L973 (o,J No. L 30 of 4.2.L974)
3 caacs - comitd
'AnnuaL Report
des Associatlqts &s Armateurs des communaut8s Europ6enness
19738, page 7.
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.Repeated attenpts were made during the year to have non-discrimination clauses
included in the trade agreements being negotiated by the Commission with
Uruguay, Brazil and India. Intarnal differences of opinion on the legal inter-
pretation and implications of Article 84(2) of the Treaty of Rome prevented,
however, any mention of shipping in the final text of the agreements'.
Wtrile even in the normal course of events it must be feared that the goods
to be shipped will almost always be regard.ed as more important than the interests
of those shipping them, the Coturrunity transport policy makers have hitherto been
thwarted bryr Article 84(2) and disputes within the Council of Ivlinisters even
before the negotiations have begun.
34. Even in relations with the USA it has not as yet been possible to achieve
normal conditions for sea transport. The so-caIIed DISC tax provisions contain
a discriminating element, which is a cause of conplaint among European ship-
owners, and the Eame applies to the OiI Import Preference Bills and the methode
of applying the US provisions on coastal shipping to the transport of containers
between US ports by European vessels.
In addition, a bill has been introduced in the USA aimed at securing a
certain share of oil imports for American merchant ships.
35. Where the agreements on food and development aid. are concerned, the situa-
tion is soruewhat better since the Comnunity incorporates in these agreements
clauses on non-discrlmination in transport. It has been proposed that similar
clauses should be included in contracts on the sale of agricultural products
to third countries. Your comnittee would be opposed to any d.evelopment that
might resuLt in the Conuounity itself introducing discriminatory protective
practices, but welcomes any attempt to use the Cornrmrnityts negotiating power
to maintain free corupetition in sea transport.
(c) State-tradlnq countries
35. The Comnunity has so far cornpletely igmored the state trading countries,
which in default of a clear-cut Community position on maritime poJ-icy, are
able to insist that all- tlteir oq>ort transactions are effected on a cif basis
and all their import transactions on an fob basis, which leaves sea transport
coqgletely in their hands and simply elinuinates European shipowners from this
trade.
37. Even ruore iruportant for the shipping ind.ustries of the Conununity countrles
is the threat represented by the wide-spread practice adopted by the state-
trading countries of undercutting conferenca tariffs in transport operations
direct to the Member States and especially in cross trade. western shipping
corpanies are firmly convinced that undercutting to an extremely low level in
this way corresponds to duruping and have repeatedly pointed out that by Western
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standards the Eastern Bloc freets are operating uneconomicarly.
38. Above all, it must be realized that the state-trading countriesr cond,uct
in thisrea can only be described as td.oubre-d,ealing': on the one hand, they
vote with the deveroping countries in IJNCTAD when it is a question, eog. in
cormection with the code of conduct for line conferences, of thwarting the
interests of the traditional maritime nationsi on the other hand, since they
have not joined the confe="rr"""1, they adopt the position of the outsider and
undercut both the industrialized and the developing countries. shipping com-
paniee with rates well below the confcrenco tarj_ffs.
39. In the circles dlrectly concerned the view has been ad,vanced that co-
ordinated action against the state-trading countries by the governmentg on the
broadest possible basis is preferable to Communi-ty action. It is feared that
the governments of the worst affected counLries would no longer consider them-
selves responsJ.ble if the Corunission took action in this area on the basis of
a specific mandate. It is also feared that the Commission would underestimate
the effects of Eastern Bloc eorpetition as a consequence of its weighing up the
varying extent of Eaetern Bloc activity in the Member States and taking account
of general cormercial consid.erations. These fears appear, ho\rlever, to be based
on a mistaken assessment of Cormunity machinery. The Community as such has very
considerabl-e comercial negotiating power, which it could use to the benefit of
the Menber Statesr shipping industries. This power is far greater than anything
that the l4emlcer States might achieve through coordination. But the Corununity
can only use this power if the Conunission is given a general mandate to establish
a sea transport policy. If the Conununity d.oes qf develop a coherent sea trans-
port policY, the goods to be shipped, as has been stressed elsewhere and in a
different context in this report, will always be regarded as more important than
the interests of those shipping them, and the latterrs interests may even be
igmored aJ.together.
40. The shLpping companies of the Member States and their associations have
of late aEked their governments for help with increasing frequency and requested
protection for the western European shipping industry against non-commercial
coryetition from the Eastern European countries. For exa[p1e, countermeasures
in the form of equalizlng taxes and the like have been recommended. Such mea-
ErureE are obviously only likeLy to be successfuJ- if they are applied by the
Western European countries in a uniform manner.
1
- Recently Soviet shipping lines appear to have opened preliminary talks on
accession to various conferences.
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(d)
4L. your conunittoo io unablo at prosont to mako any propooala as to the typa
of measures that should be taken; this ie the Commission'g task. But 1t doos
support the call from the shipping conpanies' aesociations for effective pro-
tection against the non-cornmercial practices of the state-trading countries
and hopes that the Conununity will raise shipping guestions in any negotiations
between the EEC and Comecon.
New maritime nations
42. The traditional maritime nations, among them a number of the Merdcer States
of the Comnrunity, are faced with the difficult task of adopting a naw and
reasonable attitude towards the efforts of some countries, which hltherto
have not been involved to any large extent in sea transport, to build up their
own fleets.
43. The firstr aod understandable, reaction was to try and make it clear to
these countries that the traditional maritime nations were able to provLde sea
tranEport at far lower costs, that new fleets of this kind would siqpty create
excess capacity on the wortd market, that in terms of costs the developing
natione would not be corpetitive, that subsidies would have to be paid out of
ttreir budgets, etc. The question was also whether there was any point in
granting development aid if it was used to build up fleets which would compete
with those of the countries granting the aid; the latter would thus be asked
to make a two-fold sacrifice, and the flnal result would be not an irnprovement
but an increase in the coEt of sea transport throughout the world.
44. The developing countries, however, arglue that there is no point in
European industrialized nations helping the developing counLries to build up
their economies if aftemards they are not to be allowed to compete or only
allowed to compete in fields in which the industrialized nations are not
active, i.e. apparently the production of tropical raw materials. The develop-
ing countries at present supply 60% of the worldts commodities, while their
share in the transport of these goods is well below 10%.
45. It is obviously in the interests of the Comruunity to advocate the reten-
tion of as much freedom as poslble in world shipping. It is just as certain,
however, that the countries previously involved to a lesser extent in sea
transport cannot be denied access to world sea transport by references to
principles of non-discrimination. Some aspects of this guestion are being
discussed in III$CTAD, and Section r (S) of this report goes into greater detail
on the Code of Conduct for Line Conferences which was signed in April L974.
46. Your committee does not want to prejudge detailed examinations and the
Courissionts prq>osals, but it should be pointed out that the colrurunity must
seek as a matter of urgency a joint position which takes account of the
interests of all- concerned by neither turning development policy into a farce
nor sacrificing the interests of the European sea transport industry on the
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altar of develoPment aid.
47. A further question of which account must be taken when this problem is
being discussed is whether the developing countries should not use the few
reEources they have for investment to inrprove their port facilities, eince
they wouLd thus make a greater contribution to the rationalization of world
trade than if they gained a foothold in sea transport for raasons of prest,ige
and without regard for the possible earnings from this sector.
(e) Flaq discrimination
4A. Even if the problem of the new maritime nations is solved, the llembers
States, shipping industries will stiIl be constantly confronted with the
pressure of a growing wave of measures that constitute discrimination against
European ftags in corpetition for sea transport business.
49. It is becorring increasingly evident that the Mernber States individually
have no defence against this mounting pressure. There carr be no hope of a
turnaround in the world trend unless the Corununity adopts a common position.
Consequently, the Conunission should concentrate on proposals relating to this
problem. It could help to standardize I'lember Statas' Iegislation on the pre-
vention of flag protectionism and ensure coordinated enforcement of such
legislation. It should work in collaboration with those international organ-
izations which, like the OECD, are tackling the same problem and strengthen
their decision-uraking capacity by participating in the work of their corunittees.
50. Ilorileverr.Conununlty instrurrents must al-so be created" On the one hand,
all trade agreenents concluded by the Corununity should contain non-discrimina-
tion clausel for sea transport; on the other liand, consideration could be
given to whether conutron retaliatory provisions - based on Article 8a(\
could be drawn up and enforced by the Comnunity. These could be modelled on
the Commnityts anti-dunping measures. Although there would be no necessity
to apply aLl the retaliatory measures in every instance, the mere existence
of such Comnunity instruments would deter the Comrnunity's partners from issu-
ing discrirn-inatory regul-ations. It has been suggested that the Conununity
instruments might, for example, reguire authorization for the loading and
unloading of vessels from flag-discriminating countries, etc. Such measures
ruight obviously nalce world trade extremely bureaucratic; they could also pro-
voke countermeaEures and should therefore be considered only as a last means
of defence.
5I. Whatever methods the Cormunity may aPPIY, it is evident that cormton
action is urgently needed to keep world shipping relatively free.
(f) Flacts of convenience
52, I{trile the problem
the shipping companies
of
of
flag discrimination is making life difficult for
the Comrmrnity countries by simply excl-uding them
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from certain branches of trade, flags of convenience represent a do,bre obst-
acle to the healthy devel0pment of shipping in the comrnunity:
- on the one hand, shipping conrpanies sailing under flags
can offer rower prJ.ces than others because their costs
different reasonsi
of convenience
are lower for many
- on the other hafld, flags of convenience represent a constant temptation
to the shippinE capital of the lvlernber States to likewise seek the {doubt-fu1) benefit of cost advantages by re-registering thetr vessers.
53' The costs advantages of flags of convenience stem from lower taxes and lax
crewing requirements, safety and other technical regrulations. Although extreme_Iy modern giant tankers sail under the flags of convenience of Liberia, panama,
singapore, clprus, somalia and other countries, their fleets also include real
cockre-shelrs which will now onry prod,uce a profit if they go down and their
ohtners can collect the insurance money. Although some of these countries havelegisration, its enforcement is not taken seriously. The community couId, take
aetion against this situation, firstry by harmon Lzing the regulations of the
comrnunity countries (taking account of existing agreements at worrd level) and
then applying a corunon procedure for the control of ships calling at corununityports. sub-standard vessels might be blackristed and banned from entering
Cormunity ports or charged certain fees.
54' A solution to the problen of re-registration is much harder to find.
Although the measures discussed in paragraph 53 above could be expected to make
re-registration less attractive than today, this is an extremely remote hope
and what is more, it does not totrch on the problem of tax, which is still one
of the most important reasons for re-registration, even if other factors(labour eosts) have recently gained in inportance.
55. The cormnunity instrument in this case might consist in cormnon tax con-
cessions for sea transport. Greece has used this method with considerable
succeas since L972 as part of a campaign t,o win ships back to the Greek flag.A cormon approach by the conununity ivlember states or activity by the comrunity
as such could, however, substantial-ry increase the range of possibre methods
since the scope for enforcement would be greater.
56- However, the basis for any sorution should, of course, be that the
cottuuunity and the Irlember states use all their negotiating po$rer to convincethe various governments that the vessels saiting und,er their flags must meetthe minimum standard requirements as raid down in the international agreements.
The control- and enforcement procedures stipulated j-n these agreements and form-ing part of the machinery of the organizations that have created, the ag.reements(e'g' rr'o and rl{co) , must be fully exploiited. onry if the appJ-ication of exist-ing agreements is jointly enforced can an effective contribution be made to the
solution of the problem.
Dc-
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57. Your cornrcittee regards the fight against tcheap flags. as a corununity task
which mrst be tackled without delay.
(S) Cod,e of Conduct for Line Conferences
58. The most iryortant regrrlating instrument created by the shipping companies
to govern world line transport is the sea transport conference. such confer-
ences lay dovrn for their mernlcers, in respect of certain transport regions and
Iines, binding provisions on freight rates, conditions of carriage and other
details of sea transport. Since these conferences cannot be colpletely con-
trolled by any single state, they are in a position to exercise considerable
power.
rn its work on the irportance of sea transport in externar trade, part-
icularly the external trade of the developing countries, uNcTAD very soon
realized that the key to the solution of a nurnber of important shipping ques-
tions lay with these conferences rather than with individual states.
At a Conference called by UNCTAD, therefore, a rcode of conduct! was
worked out for l-ine conferencea. This took the form of a convention with an
annex and three attached resolutions and,was sigrned on 6 April 1974 in ceneva.
The convention wag available for signature at the United Nations head,quarters
until 30 ,rune 1975 but acceesion will still be possible even after that date.
rt vrill come into force when at least 24 statee with a minimrm of 25% of the
worrd trade tonnage become contracting parties. By .Tanuary L977 onry 17
countries representing some 3% of world freets had raLifled the convention.
The most iruportant points of this .code of conduct. are as folrows:
The shipping corqpanies of a country which is served by a conference have
an inalienable right to mernbership in that conference.
of the transport operations between two countries the shipping corryanies
of those t*ro countries are to have shares of about 40% each, third coun-
tries receiving the remaining 2O%.
Provlelon is mado for negotLations and conciliation procoedings between
shipplng companies and shippers, in which government representatives are
to participate.
The fixing of freight rates is to be based on certain criteria. set
periods are to be observed in the case of increases in freight ratee and
the introduction of surcharges and currency conversion compensation
factors.
An international mandatory conclliation procedure wlll herp enforce theprovisions of the code in the event of dLsputes.
59. The European Cornmunity was unfor'r:unately not united on this issue, which
is so important for its economic future. AI1 possible shades of opinion were
reflected by the Nine l,Iember states in the vote in Aprir L974:
:,\e
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The following voted liqg the code:
Belgium
Germany
France.
The following voted aqainst the code:
Denmark
The United Kingdom.
The following abstained.
ItaIy
The Netherlands.
The following did not attend:
Ire1and,
Luxembourg.
The Corunission of the European Coruuunities attended as an observer with-
out exercising any influence over the copference.
It is extremely regrettable that the I'lember States of the Conumrnity were
not able to adopt a joint position in due time, especially since if they had
done so it rnight have been possible to influence the negotiations so that the
end result would have been acceptable to all Member States.
60. The lack of agreement among the governments is reflected by the present
lack of agreement within the Committee of Shipownerso Associations in the
European Conununities (CAACE) on the cod.e of conduct. CAACE is consequently
unable for the moment to give an opinion on the code. This makes it all the
more imperative for the Comnunity institutions to study the basic problems
carefully and atteqgt to develop a conunon line.
51. The Corunission of the European Corununities decided, despite the absence
of a Council decision under Articte gA(2), to try to achieve a common position
at least retrospectively. To this end it submitted to the Council on 15 JuIy
L974 a proposal for a Council decision on the cotttrnon procedure to be adopted
by the lrlember States in respect of the United Nations agreement on the intro-
duction of a code of conduct for sea transport conferences (Doc. COM(74) 1112
final of 15 .IuIy 1974). The Conunission proposed that the llember States should
abstain from any measures connected with the signing and ratification of and
the accession to this convention (article 2 of the proposal) and that the
Couneil should decide by 30 ,June 1975, on a proposal from the Commission, on a
common procedure (Article 1 of the proposal).
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62. As the Council did not take any decisions, the Conutission submitted new
proposals in 1975 (Doc. COM (75) 1112 final of 14 l"larch 1975 and CO!4 (75) 302
f inal of L7 .Tune 1975) .
The Conunission feels that the code of conduct conflicts with the EEC
Treaty in the following resPects:
Articles 1 and 2 of Chapter II of the code of conduct conflict with Art-
icles 7, 52 and 85 of the EEC Treaty because they discriminate between ship-
ovrners in the Comrnunity on the grounds of nationality and restrict competition.
Chapter III of the code, which concerns relations between the conferences
and shippers, does not correspond fully to the competition rules contained in
Articles 85 and 86 of the EEC Treaty.
The European Parliament has not been consulted by the Council in this
matter.
63. Your coruuittee would like to stress that a common position by the Community
on questions of international sea transport policy is vital for the EuroPean
countries.
64. At itE meeting of 4 Novemlcer 1976 the Council exchanged views on this sub-
ject and instructed the Permanent Representatives Committee to continue the
examination of the matter and to report on its findings in the near future.
65. The UNCTAD agreement provides for the following means of making amendments:
Under Article 51 any mernlcer state may propose anendments by forwarding
them to the Secretary-General of the United Nations, who transmits them to
all concerned. If a meniber state does not object within a year, such
amendments enter into force after a further six months"
As the objection of one Party to the agreement is sufficient to cause
the rejectLon of an amendment proposed pursuant to this article, it is
evident that only minor amendments can be made in this way.
Under Article 52(1) a conference to review the agreement must take place
five years after it has entered into force"
- Under Artlcle 52(4) a conference to review the agreement must be convened
five years after it has been siqned, i.eo on 6 April L979, if it has not
entered into force by that date and at the request of one third of the
states entitled to become contracting parties, subject to the approval- of
the GeneraL Assembl-y of the IJN.
From TNCEAD circles it is known that apart from the official possibilities
provided by the agreement, there is no chance of a conference to amend the
agreement being held.
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66. If no such formula is found and the agreement does not enter into force,
the Corununity should be prepared for a joint approach at the review conference
Ln L979. If the agreement enters into force, it will have to wait five years
for thc ncxt opportunity to make amendments. In the meantime, the Community
might, however, draw up internal rules to defuse those provisions of the agrec-
ment to which some Medber States particularly object, such as the 4024O:2Q
rule, through an agreement that the Community countries will not appJ-y then
among themselves (Possible within the framework of the OECD).
Ifaforttulaofthiskindwasfound,theComrtinitycouldaccedetothe
agraament as a body, which would mean its entering into f,orce'
6T.AssoonastheCorununitycountriesjointlyaccedetotheagreement'they
wiII incroase their prospects of success in negotiations with the 
state-trading
countriesaimedatachievingasituationinwhichthelatterarenolongerable
to act as outsiders and undercut conference rateE'
68. The changes in the oil- and oil product market
problems for the sea transport sector'
have given rise to certain
ontheonehand,theriseinoilpriceshasresultedinincreasedcostg
inseatransport;ontheother,anum]cerofOPECcountrieshavetakentobuild-
inguplargetankerfleets.Aslongasthisisdonebytakingoverexisting
capaeities(individualvesselsorwholeehippingcorrpaniee),thereisnomajor
changeinthesituation.Butsomenewtankershavebeenorderedandarealready
adtling to an acute over-caPaciLy crieis'
EheCorununityshouldnotoverlookthelirrkbetweenitsseatransport
policy and oil PoIicY'
(h)
II.
69.Ithaealreadybeenstressedthattherehasbeenaconsiderableincrease
in the inportance of sea transport for intra-community trade since the enlarge-
mentoftheCormrrunity.Britain,IrelandandpartsofDenmarkcanonlybe
reached from the other corununity countries by air or sea, and two of the 
new
I,lenber states have strong nationaL coastal trade such as only ltaly and France
of the old Comnunity of the Six have'
To"onmanyroutesintheenlargedComrrnrnityseatraneportcompetesdirectly
withlandtransport,whileinmanyotherca€resrouteeincludeaseacrossing.
7Lo For this reason alone the conunission bears a number of responeibilities
in the sea transport sector. For exampre, it has agreed with the British
covernment that ECSC raiL tariff No' 10OI should be extended to cover rail
transportbyferry.Thefollowingmeasureshavealsobeentaken,initially
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on a provisional basis: steel undertakings are reguired to publish supplements
for transport operations which includ,e a sea passage; coal producera are
required to inform the Coruniseion of the maritime freight rates used. in the
calculation of alignment operations.l Negotiations continue on the further
application of the tariff provisions and other regnrlations contained. in the
ECSC and EEC Treaties; the outcome of these negotiations will partly affect
sea transport.
72. It is obvious that there will be no coordination of these interventions
in the activities of the sea transport sector and that optimum results cannot
be e:<pected unless the Comrnunity establishes a concept for a common sea trans-
port policy at an early date and includes in this concept the measures needed
for the comnodity markets because of competition with other means of transport.
Seventh General Report on the Activities of the European Conununities
(Doc. 368/73, p. 345, section 403)
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(a) Beservation on cabotaqe
73. I"Iost Memlcer Statea restrict shipping between two ports of the same
territory to veseels flying the flag of the Member State concerned.
74. Etre continued existence of this reservatron on cabotage is not
compatible with a Corutron l,larket. The table given at the end of this section
shows how slgrificant this problem is -
75. Foreign shipping companies wishing to ply between, for example,
two Frencjh or trro Italian ports must obtain authority from the relevant
ministry in Paris or Rome. It would aPPear that on receiving an application
of this kind the ministries concerned first ask the national associatione
of shipowners whdther national vessels can carry the freight involved'
Not until it has been established that ships of the country are not avail-
able is ttre forelgin vessel given the necessary authority. It should be
remembered here that in many cases the shipper is forced to pay a sub-
stantially higher freight rate than a foreign company ln a better position
to take the cargo would have charged. 1lhe price question, however,
apparently pJ-ays no Part in the authorization procedure. 1[Lris reservation
on cabotage resuJ-ts in increased prices for the shipper and an enormous
Ioss of time as a result of the bureaucrary involved. Shipping circles
in the Community also complain t}at something akin to a restriction of
this kind still exists betlrreen France and its former territories in North
Africa even though the l-atter gained ind'ependence several years ago'
76. llrte.Commr:nity should take action without delay to ensure freedom
to supplY services in this field-
Ttre freedom to suppty services should, however, only apply
between Member States. Irrere should continue to be protection against
possible demands by third countries. Concessions to third countries should
onJ-y be made on a reciprocal basis -
77. As the reservation On cabotage is intended as a means of
protecting natj-onal shipping companies and as the basic costs of the
shipping companieS vary considerably from country to country, the proper
procedure roight well be for the Community to introduce certain harmon-
ization measures so that the basic costs are the same for all and comP-
etition does not become cut-throat. ttre abolition of the reservation on
cabotage should therefore be accompanied by a nunber of harmonization
meaEureg, which are also reguired for other reasons. Irhe French
covernment refers in its memorandum of 4 '12'L975 to lntra-Community trade.
7A. The abolition of the reservation on cabotage should, however, not
be made dependent on the entry into force of the first harmonization measures.
Quite the reverse: in ttre interests of dlmamic development an effort shouLd
be made to speed up the harmonization process through tJre abolition of cabotage'
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I,laritime operations of the Member States of the Communitv
L972
Country
Coastal shipping
( 'national
operations')
International
shipplng(to aII countries) Total
million
tons %
million
tons
million
tons
Denmark
Ireland
United Kingdom
Germany
Netherlands
Belgium
France
rtaJ-y
7.5
L.7
53.4
3.5
o.o
o.o
t3.7
47.8
40.7
38 .9
256.8
L24.5
3U.6
90.5
249.2
259.L
84
96
83
97
100
100
94
a4
4A.2
40.6
3LO.2
128.O
3@.6
90.5
262.9
305.9
L6
4
L7
3
o
o
6
16
TotaI L27.6 L,364.3 91 L ,49L.9
Source: Calculated from: Transport, Stat,istical Yearbook 1972, Statistical
Office of the European Communities
(b) Competition
79. If only to ensure uniform application of economic poticy to all
sectors of the economy, a number of fundamental economic syetem and policy
principJ.es governing the rest of the economy must also be applied. to sea
transport. As the Community is being constructed on the princj-ple of
controlled competition or regulated market economy, these principJ-es must
also govern any measures taken in the sea transport sector.
80. Any action taken by the Community in the field of sea transport
trrclicy muet be geared to ensurj.ng that the most favourable means of
transport from an overall economic point of view is used in competition
betrrveen shipping companies on the one hand and between sea transport and
other means of transport on the other.
81. @ring to the dietinctive geographical features of the Community,
sea transport competes with other modes of transport. One of the long-
term goals of the Community must therefore be to align the conditions of
competition between sea and other forms of translrcrt.
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82. Such comPetition exists:
between sea and air transport, e.g. cross-Channel vehicle
and passenger traffic;
between sea and rail transport, e.g. traffic betlvean Italian
and Frendr trrcrts;
between sea and road transport, e.9. between Danish and German
trrcrts;
between sea and inland watenvay transPort, e.g. traffic between
German and Dutch ports or German inland Ports that can be
reactred by sea-going vessels ('open loop' transPort);
betveen sea and pipeline translrcrt , 8.9. traf f ic f rom Norttt
Africa via Marseilles and the longer Frenctr pipeline or via
a Norttr sea port and the shorter pipeline to the central Rhine
area.
83. trhe time and money involved in setting up a complete work
progranme might far exceed the possible benefits. fhe Commission should,
hovrever, be given a mandate to prepare a study on this subject and above
all the right to act on comqrlaints by those concerned.
(c) Tariff Policv
A4. Since sea traneport competes with otlrer modeE of transtrnrt, and also
because of the function it performs as a form of transport within the
Conmon Market, sea transport tariff questions must be examined by the
Community.
85. Mention has already been made of how the Commission has issued
a provisional ruling on freight rates for coal, iron and steel by extending
the rail tariff to cover rail transport by ferry and also by requiring
eteel undertakings to publish supplements for transport operati.ons which
included sea paasage and coal producers to inform the Commission of tfie
maritime freight rates used in the calculation of alignment oPerations -
86. What has been said of comPetition generally, also applies to
tariffs: a complete programme might involve a greater administrative work-
load than would be warranted by the potential benefits, but the Commiesion
should be instructed to establish what transport trrclicy guideJ-ines could
be applied to intra-Community sea routes. fn particutar, the Community
could ensure greater publicity for an transparency of regular services.
It couLd also be j-nstructed to look into complaints tiat discrimination
has taken place.
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(d) Hinterland transport
87. Sea transport is, in the majority of cases, preceded anal
followed by land transport. OnIy where the production, processing or
consurnption of transported goods occurs on deep-water shores is this not
the case.
Ih the last few years and decades, the activities of shlpown€rs
have increasingly extended to land transport. Ns, technical transtrrcrt
methods, such as containers, lash, rolL-on/ro11-off and even the simple
pallet mettrod mean that more and more owners must 'find a foothold in
ttre hinterland'1.
88. To a much greater extent than in the past, tariff policy
decisions are today taken jointly by shipowners and hinterland transport
operators. It is thus less easy than ever before to deny the connection
between sea transport policy and hinterland transport policy. A rpdern
transport policy must consequently regard the transport industry as a
single entity. Port hinterland traffic and the geo-econonic implications
of the Cornmunity's sea transport policy for the overall structure of ttre
economic area of the Member States must therefore be borne in mind wittr
every step fonrard taken in the cormpn sea transport po1iry.
In the necessary development of a conmon regional policy
sufficient attention must be paid to port and sea transtrrcrt needs. lfhe
absence of a corunon policy in the three areas of hinterland transport,
sea-ports and reglonal planning, can but cause considerable difficulties.
III. Ihe importance of a sea tranaport policy for ports and shipbuildinq
89. Seaports and the shipbuilding industry cannot be indifferent to
tJre trrclicy pursued by the Courmunity in sea transport towards third coun-
tries and in intra-Community trade. Coordination of port 1rclicy and sea
transtrrcrt policy is therefore indispensabl-e. 1rtre need to regard sea
transtrrort and hinterland transport as a single entity in a modern transport
policy naturalJ-y makes it all the more necessary to include ports, ttte
links between shipping and hinterland transport.
90. trtre shipyards should be considered in this context not only
because they form one of the most imlrcrtant port industries but primarily
because measurea taken to suPport shipyards and shipping companies are
often inextricably linked. In many casea, the shipbuilding industry
1 Claus Law, 'sctriffahrt auf EWG-Kurs?' in Ivfi-tteilungen der Handelskammer
Hamburg, No. 5, May L97O, p.3o6
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receives eubsidies which are ultimately intended as aid to thiPPing comPan-
ies; in other cases, shipping companies are granted concessions in respect
of, depreciation and other fiscal advantages, the intention, hotrever, being
to assiEt the shiPYardE.
91 . In all its proposals for a sea transport 1rlicy, the comliesion
must ttrerefore also consider questions of port policy and shipbuilding
trrcIicy, without, of course, overlookrng the distinctive features of trnrts
1
and shipyards-.
(a) Ports
92. All questions relating to cooperation in international organ-
izations in the sea transPort sector, shipping clauses in ttade agreements'
the buiLd-up by developing countries of ttreir own merchant fleets, flag
discrimination and 'fJ'ags of convenience'' shipping conferencea' the reger-
rration on cabotage and competition in sea tranaport aLso effects port6 and port
policy. Although questions of [rcrt administration are not directly affected
by these aea tranBport problems, it ie obviouE that account must be taken
of the interests of ports in all decisions in the field of sea transport
policy.
93. your comuittee therefore feels that the Community must establiEh
a conmon port policy along witfi the common sea transport policy, without
ttre one necessarily being preceded by the ottrer'
(b) Port investments
94.Portsareatpresentbeingdriventomakeincreasinglylarge
investments as a result of teclunical develoPments in sea-going ships,
although it is becoming less and less clear whether they wiJ-l ever be
profitable. llltre picture is t]re same as in the air transport sector' where
the tectrnicat development of aircraft means wider and longer runways, the
only difference being that larger suns are involved in sea tranaPort' llhe
big mistake here is t}at the designers of super ships need not concern
ttremselves with berths for them. Because of keen international competition'
seaports simpLy have the choice. of eittrer making the necessary investment
or withdrawing from the coupetition - and usual-ly this means withdrawal
not only for ttre giant ships but also for a good proportion of Emal]-er
I witt regard to shipbuilding, ttre commission subnitted a 'communication
from the Comnission to ttre Councit on Shipbuilding' on 26 ltlay 
-L975
iCorq tZel 224 fina;-) - Where ports are concerned, it announced itsintention of for*rarding a cornnwtication to the Council in the second
half of 1976 (Ninth General Re1rcrt, trrcint 376 p'213) '
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veEsels, which often abandon Ports they have previously used when a
shipping company has to direct its super-tankers elsewhere.
95. fhe Commission should be instructed to eEtablish whether the
trn1itical strength of the Comnrunity is sufficient to help f,ind a solution
to thls problen in cooperation with other international otganizations.
lltre aim would be a kind of international convention on maxinun permissibLe
dimensionE and weights in sea transport. In its investigations, the Comm-
ission should work in close cooperation with the seaports and consider the
possibiJ-ity of such an action when de.vising a common poLicy on seaports.
Ihe Conununity could also make e g,ositive contribution to technical
progress through a corflmon research p,r:ogrErrnme (perhaps investigating the poss-
ibility of landing platforms thaL could be constructed in deep vrater outside
ports) .
(c) Shiphuildinq
96. TLre Member States of the Community have already made good
progregs ln the right directlon in the field of ehipbuilding policy. 1[he
flret achlevement wae to put a stop to the eubeidy competition betwaen
1llember Statee^. Alttrough shipbuilding policy muet primarily form part of
the common industrial poliry, it must also be coordinated with sea tranE-
port poliey.
97. In its proposals to the council on the shipbuilding industry
(Doe. COM (73) 1788 final, Brusse1s, 24 October L973), the CommiEsion
stresses the difficulty of finding solutj-ons to the problems connected
with the shipbuildinq 1rcIicy caused by the lack of a conunon sea traneport
policy (point 4, P.g).
98. your committee, however, feels that the problehs of the EuroPean
ehipyards cannot be solved by, for example, compelling European shlp-
olvnera 'to order European'. Ihis would only shift the problem of the
Iack of competitivenesa on the world market from one sector to another.
There |e also causte for concern in the following sentence in the above-
mentioned proposals (point 2, p.11): ',In addition, the study group will
endeavour to use the CommisEion's influence on the major bodies in the
1 Council Directive of 28 July 1969 on the grant of aids to shipbuilding
to offset distortions in conpetitron on the world market (OJ No. L 206
of 15 August 1969) i Couneil Directive of 20 JuIy 1972 on aid to ship-
building (OJ No. L 169 of 27 July 1972) . As the Council was not able
to agree on a conmon trrcIicy for the years up to L977 by the deadline,
the period of validity of the latter directj-ve was extended initially
nntit 30 June L974 by the Council Directive of 17 Decernber 1973(O.TNo. L 38 of 11 February 1971), and then until 3I December 1974 by
the conncil Directive of 27 J:u!,ire L974 (OJ No. L L8O/32 of 3 July L974\ -
Last amended by Directive 74/59/ESc (OJ No. L 38 of 11 February L974),
*i,..ir-i*pii"a-i" 30 June Lg75, it was replaced by Directive 75/432/EEC
of 10 JirLy 1975 (OJ No . L Lgz of 24 July 1975) , which expires at the end
of L977.
- 
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industry, who are the buyers and sellers; it will also endeavour to nobilize
existing cornnunity financial resourcee more effectively in order to
modernize the shipyards and help the industry meet its financial require-
ments., In contrast, your committee suPports the demand expressed by t.he
shipping companies to be allowed to have their ships built anlnrhere in the
world. Nor does the commisEionrs comnunication of 25 May 1976 contain
proposals of tttis nature.
gg.TheCommunity.sshipbuildingpolicyshould,however,ensure
that varying suptrlort measures do not lead to a distortion of the capital
or operating costs of the Community's shipping companies'
].oo.Animportantsphereinwhichmaritimepolicyandehipbuildlng
policymustbecoordinatedistechnicalresearch.ltwouldappearthat
projects for using atomic power in ships are at present particularly
promising and that the Commr:rrity is even atread of t,he rest of the wor].d
in this technotogical field. The institutions of the community should
therefore establish a common suPPort Progralme so that EuroPe does not' as
usual,finditselfclaimingtheinventor'slaurelswhiletheeconomic
benefit goes to other countries'
rv.
1O1 . To allow the comnon l,larket to function satisfactoriJ-y, the
shipping companies of the various Member states must be able to comPete
without distortions of basic costs. In other words, all Member states'
legislation on sea transPort must be cornbed for cost-distortj-ng factors '
lrhe French Government's memorandum of 4 December 1975 makes
special reference to this 1rcint, whereas the commission's cornmr:nication
of 30 June 1976 does not mention it'
1O2. 1[tre harmonization of legislation, which must follow this combing
process, must, of course, not ignore the fact that a more difficult problem
for the shipping companies of the Community is probably the unfair
competition they face from third countries as a result of differences in
legislation. community activity at world level is therefore likely to
have greater impact than the harmonization of legislation at community
Ievel.
I\Io conclusions must be drawn from this: firstly, harrnonization
of commwrity legislation must be based as far as possible on existing
world agreements; secondly, where world-wide agreements do not yet exist'
the community must first trarmonize the legislation of t?re Mernber states
to produce the desired result, so that it can then emerge as a stronger
force at world tevel and reconmend the conmon ruling for general acceptance.
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1O3. The list of harmonization measures is fairly long, but it does,
in principle, tally with the objectives for inland transport operators:
- Safety regulations;
- other technical regulations on construction, equipment,
capacity gauging, registration ;
- social harmonization, particularly with regard to the nurober
of cretrr members, sociar insurance, freedom of novement, etc.;
- 
insurance regurations (freedom of establishment for marine
insurers, etc.);
- 
harmonization and simplification of customs clearance regulations.
1@. Comments will be given on a nurnber of the items in this liEt of
harmonization measures in the folrowing sections, but at this stage it
Ehould again be generally emphasized that, as is arways the case with
harmonization measures, merely adjusting the wording of legislation is of
no use if uniform control measures based on the same standards for a1I are
not introduced to ensure consistent enforcement of the laws in aII the
liflember States.
(a) Socia1 leqiEtation
1O5. In social legislation strrecifically desigrned to cover sea transport,
thgre are still cost-distorting differences from one Member State to
another, and these must be eliminated through harmonization.
Your conunittee supports the commission's proposal for ttre
formation of a joint corunittee on social questions in the sea transp,ort
sector to advise the Commission. This committee must be able to deliver
opinions to the Coumission on its own initiative. The Conmunity should
also cooperate closely with the rnternational Labour Organization in t}is
fierd and contrive to have the llember states act jointry in the rr,o.
106. Your co[unittee would, however, like to stress that none of t]re
propoeed measures may be allowed to affect the autonomy of the social
partners in the sea transtrrcrt industry in negotiating wage rates.
LO7. Ihe Couununity must make an overall contribution to the utrward
approximation of working conditions in the sea transport sector. Above
all, regulations on the nurnber of crew members must be subjected to a
close examination.
Other important subjects for discussion at Community level
should be improvements in training, working time, compensation for over-
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time, leave and Insuranco cover. Accjdont provenEjon rogulations ehould
also nunber among these subjects. llhe Frendt Governmentrs memorandum of
4 December L975 refers in particular to social insurance gchemes. This
also covera guestions of retirenent pensions.
lO8. Of particular importance for the sea tranEPort induetry is the
implementation of the principle of freedom of movement of workerd.
Although the sea transtrrort sector boasts of its international character,
there are a nuntber of factore here which are extremely unsatisfactory.
While many workers in Northern'European countr.ies are leaving the sea,
with the result that these countries have a shortage of seamen, there
would appear still to be a surPlus of seamen in the Souttt of Europe
despite the present crisis. 1[Lrere is stilI no mutual recognition of
evidence of qualifications, a subject which has now gained special
imtrnrtance. The Commission has been forced to bring before the Court of
Justice an application against France under Article 169 for failure to
fulfil Treaty obligations regardlng the free movement of worlcers in sea
transport. fhe point at iEsue iE the application in France of a legal
provision which in theory reserves paid employment on French vessela to
French nationalsl. T-he Court of firstice of the Communities hag since
found in favour of the ComniEsion and has ordered France to abolish the
provisions corrcerrred2 .
Another subject that might be investigated at Community level
is the question, which is connected with freedom of movement, of the
mutual recognition of diplomas and seaments sickness insurance contrib-
utions.
1o9. A minimum of sociaL harmonization is needed to provide a just
basis for competition between ttre shipping companies of the Comrunity;
efforts should, however, be concentrated on improving the working
conditions of seanen.
(b) Taxes and subsidies
IIO. In connection with shipbuilding questions mention has already
been made of the subsidies which are paid to shipyards, Partly during the
construction and partj-y at the time of sale of sea-going vessels. lltrese
subsidies must also be harmonized because the capital costs of shipping
companies are affected, which may cause distortion of competition in the
1 eUcTeCSC/EAEC - Commj-ssion: Seventtr GeneraL Report on the Activities of
the European Communities, Brussels - Luxembourg, Febrwary L974' 9.247
2 
,Jrdg-"rrt of the Court of Justice of 4 APril L974 in case L67/73
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Community's sea t,ransport sector.
111. Tax legislation also contains certain specific regulations on
sea trangport which may distort competition. The problems connected with
turnover tax have already been tackled at Conununity level with the general
introduction of value added tax, but the legislation on income tax gtill
includes a nurnber of provisions which may distort competition, for exa^rrple
those on depreciation possibilities, and these provisions muEt be revieivred
by the Cormunity. Ttre result could be a general maritime trrclicy instru-
ment, to be used by the Community to avert unfair competltion from thirdl
countries. fhe French Government's memorandum of 4 December 1975 sets
great store by transparency of tax syst,ems.
(c) Approxlmation of commercial law
LL2. The legisLation of the lvlember States contains a nurnber of
special regulations on the carriage of goods and passengers by sea. Ttrese
range from provisions granting exemptions from the appropriate cartel
laws for competition-limlting measures by line conferences to lawe on
marine insurance contracts and the special liability of ship-owners.
International agreements exist only in limited sphereE and even
then are not always binding on all }4ernber States. Itrus, it is posslble
for shippers to bear differing degrees of liability for damage to goods
carried depending on the country from which they operate. lflris causes
shifts in trad,e. lrtre same appries to different costs resulting from
different insurance provisione and from the imposition on shippers of
different regal obligations immediately before and after the actual
shipping operation. Hence, harmonizatj-on is needed as a matter of urgency
in this area too.
113. It therefore seems desirable that Member States should agree on
the harmonization in particular of the following lega1 spheree:
- the application of cartel law to sea transport,
- 
the law relating to the chartering of ships,
- the law relating to the carriage of passengers and goods,
- 
the Iaw relating to the liability of ship-owners and to
marine insurance,
- 
the law relating to port establishments.
1[he following specific comments relate to approximation of
legislation in the above fields, which is advocated by your committee.
114. The application of national carteL law to sea transport should
be approximated for two reasons. Eirst, unlike the USA for example, the
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Member states of the comrnunity have no laws applylng specificalry to sea
transport conferences, i.e., to the usual cartels in sea transport.
fn uost cases the national cartel authorities have the power to
decide whether and to what extent proceedings ehould be taken against
competition-limiting practices by the conferenceE. However, eince uni-
lateral meaErures taken by national authorities might cause the shipping
companies concerned to divert tranEport, to the ports of other states, the
comPetition authorities may decid,e not to institute pfoceedings. Hehce,
harmonization of the national provisions in this field is necessary if
only with a viervr to achieving economic trrcIicy objectives. However, it
also seems desirable to supervise certain practices of the conferenqes
more carefuJ-Iy than has hitherto been possibLe within the national frame-
work, and, in some circtrnstances, to prevent certain activities (for
example the retrospective granting of freight rebates). trLre Community eould
adopt an appropriate directive, perhaps following the example of other
industrial nations involved in shipping, such as the USA or Canada.
1I5. It is also desirable that the law relating to the charterinq of
shipg should, at least in its fundamentals, be made more uniform. Menber
States' provisions on making cargo space avaitable for individual voyages
or for certain periods of time are for the rnost part f1exible. In practice.
therefore, this sphere is governed mainly by standardized contracts between
the parties. However, w?rile many Member States include detailed ruleE for
this typa of contract in their lawsI, the legislation of other countries
makes provision only for the analogous application of, the provisions of
the carriage of general ."rgo""2.
116. Thus, although a national taw might have to be applied in respect
of a contract on the chartering of cargo space, it is at preaent trrcssible
for econonically identical relationships between contracting parties to
take different legal forms depending on the national legislation to be
applied.
117. Steps to harmonize laws relating to the carriase of passensers
and qoods by sea are particularly necessary. There are still- considerable
differences in both sectors with regard to liability for damage. Major
international agreements constitute the initial stages of effective
harmonization. Ihese include in particular:
- 
the international agreenent on the harmonization of tl:e ruLes
on bills of lading (Hague Rules) ot 25 August 1974
See, for example,
t sur les contrats
See, for example,
Articles 1-L4 of French 1aw No. 66-420 of 18 June 1966d'affrbtement et de transport maritimest.
the Dutch draft law of L972.
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- 
protocol amending the Hague Rules (Visby Rules) of 23 February
1968
- 
international agreement on the harmonization of rules on the
carriage of passengers of 29 April 1961
- 
international agreement on the harmonization of the rules on
passenger luggage of 27 l4ay 1967.
However, not all lvleurber States of the European Cornmwrity are
party to these agreements and not all carriage operations are subject to
them.
118. lfhere is an urgent need for steps to be taken to ensure
ttrat a person who sends general goods or undertakes a journey by sea can
use the lvlember States' translrcrt without any fear that the compensation
palments he will receive in the event of damage will differ with the
legislation to be applied.
I19. llhe law relating to ship-owners' liability and ship mortqaqee
is largely governed by two international agreements to which alrmet all
Menber States are party. Ilowever, there are considerable differences of
detail as regards the covering of clairns against ship-owners. For examtrlle,
ttre courts decide whictr law is to be applied on the basis of different
criteria. I/kf,reover, not all Ivlember States adopt the same order of priority
for the settlenent of claims by several ships' creditors.
In ttris connection, it would also seem to be essential to
abolish the considerable discrepancies that still exist in the Iaw relating
to marine insurance.
rn ttris respect, therefore, it is reasonable that the Comunity
should take steps to achieve harmonization.
L2O. Finally, the law relating to undertakings concerned with loading
and unloading and the storage of goods at 1rcrts shouLd be harnonized as a
matter of urgency. Uniform regulation of legal relationships in this
connection could lead to uniform liability for sea transport as a whole,
including the shore activities necessarily connected with it.
LzL. In this field there are particularly wide discrepanciee between
the various tr{ember States. In the Federal Republic of Gennany, for eranple,
the Legal obligations of port establishments are based on Port practices
and suctr operators do not always bear any minimuru liability. France, on
the otJrer hand, has a comprehensive law whidr gives ttre sender or recipient
of goods comprehensive protection against damage in the Port area.
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(d) Insurance requlations
L22. Coumunity action and ttre harmonization of Ivlehbef states'
legislation could provide favourable solutions to the large number of
insuranee problems affecting ttre sea transport sector'
lfhe Cornrrunity's regulations on the right of lnsurance eompanies
to freedom of establishment and on the freedom to provide serviceE also
concern sea transPort.
community action in the insurance sector must take account of
the interests of the community's shipping companles and of a common sGa
transPort trrcIicY.
The question is whether the problem of ' flags of convenlence' could
not be partia[y golved by the insurance companies'
(e) Technical requlations
L23. Many technical regutations governing sea transport have already
been harmonized through agreements at world level. However, differences
continue to exist from country to country in what is probably a larger
number of individual tectrnical regulations, which, in SOme cases' result
in considerable differences in costs for competing shitrping companies in
different countries.
L24. Ttre field covers, safety regulations and accident prevention
regulatlons, gteneral regulations on consltruction, equipment and caPacity
gauging, registration of sea-going vessels and the transport of dangerous
goods.
L25. In aome cases, the problems have been left over fromworld-level
negotiations at which agreement could not be reached. 1lrhe coumunity may
be able to get things moving again by harmonizing at its ol'nr level , and
then renegotiating at world level'
L26. In t].is context, it should also be trrcinted out that the communityts
maritime policy may be considerably affected by certain agreements and
outstanding problems of international maritime }aw, such as the extension
of territorial waters beyond the traditional three-nile zone, the exploit-
ation of the continental shelf and other parts of the seabed, agreements
on ttre prevention of narine 1rcllution, to which a seParate section is
devoted below, etc. A11 ttrese agreements have implications for ttre
tectrnical side of sea transPort'
Some of these guestions have been discussed
on the Law of the Sea, whieh began in Caracas' It is
the Conference
be continued in
at
to
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Nev, York and may lead to various world conventions. The Conununity should
be jointly represented at this conference.
( E) 
'lrgy_e-rr-t .r11- o L .rl,r.r,i nc. prr-[ 1 tr [_i_trrr
L27. In its Progranune of environmental action, the Commission Etates
that 'of all the different kinds of pollution, marine pollution is now,
and will be for a long time to come, probably one of the most dangerous,l.
what is ararming about marine pollution is not merely its disastrous
effects on the biologicar and ecological balances, but also the less
evident factor of the difficulty of finding satisfactory solutions. Itre
multiplicity of sources of pollution and the complexity of the legal
status of the sea (high seas, territorial waters, protected fishing areas)
make it ext,renely difficult to work out a coordinated policy.
I2B. Alb.hclugh -initial efforl-s l-o combat Lhe growing trrcllution of the
seasr urere made soon after the second world vfar, public opinion did not
really awake to the seriousness of the probrem until the 'Torrey canyon,
went aground off Cornwall in March 1967, releasing IIS,OOO metric tons of
oil into the sea and causing untold damage" Public awareness hae been
reflected in a number of national and international measures, which hav€,
however, remaj.ned too fragmentary to provide a satisfactory long-term
solution.
J-29. In the abovementioned action prograrnme, which was adopted by
the Council in July 1973, the Commission lists the following principal
sources of pollut.ion: sea transtrrcrt, deliberate dumping of waste at sea,
exploitation of marine resources and discharge of waste from land.
Naturally, only the firsL of these categories comes within the arnbit of
the present report.
l3O. fhe discharge of oiI by ships, and more specifically, the
cleaning out of oil tankers, is seen as the principal source of pollution.
According to a study by the 'Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft' (German
Research Association) , an estimated 5 to IO mlllion metric tons of crude
oil are discharged into the Baltic Sea every y"ur2 
"
131. It is therefore hardly surprising that a number of international
agreements have been concluded, some applying throughout the world, others
on a regional- basis, to combat this particular form of marine pollution,
viz z
1 BrrU"ain of the European Communities, Suppleme t- 3/73, p.25.
2 oJ No . c 22, 7 Ivtarctr Lg74, p.3o.
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- 
London Convention of 12 May 1954 for the prevention of the poJ-lut.ion
of seawater by hydrocarbons; at the instigation of IMCo this
Convention was amended and amplified in L952, 1969 and L97Li
- Bruasels Conventions of 29 November 1969 covering action at sea in
the event of an accident causing or capable of cauBing pollution by
hydrocarbons and the third-party liability for damage due to
pollution bY hYdrocarbons;
- L}TL Convention setting uP an international fund for compensation for
damage due to pollution by hydrocarbons;
- 
London Convention of 2 November 7973 for the prevention of marine
pollution bY shiPs;
- 
Bonn agreement of 9 ilune 1969 on cooperation in the prevention of the
pollution of the North Sea by hydrocarbons;
- Oslo Convention of t5 February 1972 on the prevention of sea pollution
by the dunping of waste from ships or aircraft, which applies to the
whole of the North Sea and a large part of the Atlantic Ocean (it was
ratified by France, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands and Denmark);
- Helsinki Convent,ion of tlarch L974 on the protection of the marine
environmeht of the Baltic Sea and the bilateral agreement of 15 ApriJ-
1974 between Denmark and Sweden on the Sund'
- 
Barcelona Convention of 16 February 1976 on the Protection of the
Mediterranean against pollution and two Protocols, one of which
concerns dumping from ships and aircraft. The EEc signed this
convention on 13 SePtember Lg76L.
L32. Although your committee welcomes Lhese initiatives, it nevertheless
regrets the lacunae in the agreements and the shortcomings directly related to
them, such as:
- 
l-ack of coherence between the various agreements, .numerous cases of
duplication and conflicting provisions;
- failure of contracting parties to ratify, whereby several of the above
agreements have not yet come into force or have been implemented by
only some of the states concerned;
- 
inadequate enforcement of the provisions of the agreements and the
penalties for their infringement-
133. It is this last point which is of major importance in sea transport-
As long as the punishment of infringements and violations remains the exclusive
prerogative of the flag state, the parties to an agreement are Powerless to act
against ships flying the flag of a country that has not acceded to that agree-
ment. In view of the cost of j:nplementing obligations specified in agreements,
there is a real danger of comPetition distortion.
I Or, th. basis of the report by ur Premoli (Doc. 334/76), the EuroPean Parliame,nt
delivered a favourable opinion on the proposal from the Commission (Doc- 118rl75)
for a council Decision on the conclusion of this agreement.
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L34. The committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport
therefore considers it desirable that the Commission should as soon as possible
carry out an lnvoetigation into thc quest,ion of responsibility for the financial
burden arising from measures to prevent marine pollution. Nor can we allow
conditions of competition to be distorted through the additional costs incurred
by shipowners and transport users as a result of compliance with agreements and
conventions, e.g. port dues for tankers being cleaned out in port rather than
at sea.
135. Cormrunity action on marine pollution in recent years may be described
as encouraging. we must welcome the signing by the comnunity of the Paris
Convention of 21 February 1974 on the prevention of land-based pollution of the
sea and the Barcelona Convention on 16 February 1976 on the Mediterraneanl.
This procedure must be followed for all future conventions. Your committee
also e:<presses the hope that the European Community will succeed in presenting
a common front, in this matter at fut,ure United Nations Conferences on the Iaw
of the Sea, and that the Member States will give maximum supPort to the
Comnissionts proposals for effective controls and sanct,ions (as contained in
the working paper on the preservation of the marine environment - SEC (74) 862
of 20 l4arch L974, Annex) 
"
136. Your committee bel-ieves that the best chance of finding a satis-
factory solution to the problem of marine pollution caused by shipping lies in
the creation of a world-wide agreement, with harmonizat,ion of the implementing
provisions at ComunitY level.
(S) controls
]-37. It has likewise atready been emphasized that. even the best of harmon-
ization measures will have no effect unless uniformly strict controls are carried
out and sanctions imposed in all countries to enforce conmon legislation.
138. trtris applies not only to ships of the Member States but also to
third country vessels calling at community ports-
139. l[he joint and increased use of cont,rols might in itself contribute
substantially to solving, for example, the probJ-em of 'flags of convenience'-
Ae things now stand, the int.roduct,ion of more stringent controls in one lulember
State of the Corununity will only result in the ships affected calling at a
nearby port in another country. If, however, all the Member States take joint
action, almost the whole coast of the Western European sub-continent would be
closed, for instance, to vessels which sail without adequate life-saving and
fire-fighting equipment and expose their crews to danger or their passengers to
tragiq accidents.
(h) statistics
t4O. One of the first steps that the Corununity should take is to
develop a joint set of statistics on sea transport as the necessary back-
1 o., No. L Lg4, 25.7.Lg75, p. 22
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ground to decisions on the conmon 1rcIicy. trtre Commi-ssion's Statistisal
Office might be instructed to set about harmonizing and improving the
statistics on sea transPort in cooperation with the Member Stateg'
statistical services. Ttre shipping company circles concerned have already
promised to cooperate in this work (Annual Report of the CAACE for 1973.
P.r2).
Sumnarv
L4L. Finally, your conmittee would l-ike to point out that the
Community must not remarn a free trade area without a common external
economic policy. As it advaaces towards economic and monetary union,
the Cornmunity must assume its fult restrrcnsibility in the world econony.
Ehis aleo implies a common trrcsition in world maritime Poliqf matters. In
itg own interests the Conununity must combat flag discrimination and other
obstacles to world trade; in the interests of all maritime nations it
must, speaking with one voice, make a major contribution to the settle-
ment of problems outstanding at world leveI; and in the interests of the
proper functioning of the Cormon Market in Europe it mUst helP to achieve
gr6ater freedom of movement for people and services between the l'lenber
States.
L42. For this reason your committee requests that the above motion
for a resolution be adopted so that, in partial application of Article
A4 Q), the Council of Ivlinisters can give the Commission a mandate as Eoon
as possible to submit practical proposals for initial stePs in the sphere
of a common sea transPort 1rclicY.
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